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Abstract. The Internet of Things is rapidly diffusing and many stan-
dalone platforms have been deployed in different domains. Since these
solutions are still isolated, the definition of a globally unified platform
embracing different and heterogeneous Internet of Things systems is
gaining momentum. In the Internet Research Task Force context, the
Information-Centric Networking Research Group envisages the possibil-
ity to reach this challenging goal by properly leveraging the communica-
tion primitives of the Information-Centric Networking paradigm. In line
with this vision, this contribution proposes a concrete solution that of-
fers: name-based communication scheme, flexible data delivery, support
for heterogeneous network infrastructures, platform interoperability, and
technology-independent implementation of high-level applications. More-
over, a proof-of-concept implementation is presented for further describ-
ing the main functionalities of the designed approach and demonstrating
its correct execution in a real environment.
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1 Introduction

Today, the Internet of Things (IoT) still appears as a fragmented ecosystem
composed of many vertical solutions, where objects are generally connected to
a local environment, use heterogeneous communication technologies, and lever-
age proprietary software components and data representation formats. This as-
pect strongly hinders large-scale Machine-to-Machine (M2M) deployments [1].
However, to face such a technological barrier, research community and stan-
dardization bodies are formulating novel de-verticalized platforms able to unify
heterogeneous vertical silos [2]. But, grounded on a host-driven Internet model,
they may leverage significant limitations in terms of interoperability, mobility,
multicast communications, and security.

M2M applications are inherently information-centric: a user is usually inter-
ested into a content generated within a specific environment, without needing
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to know the exact reference to the set of smart objects able to provide the asked
information. In this perspective, the Information-Centric Networking paradigm
[3], formulated to answer to Future Internet requirements, can natively enable
large-scale M2M services as a communication bus, while overcoming the draw-
backs of the conventional host-driven Internet model by means of a fast, reli-
able, effective, scalable, and secure contents dissemination, while increasing the
resilience of information and communication technology services with respect to
user mobility and system failures [4][5] The adoption of ICN within a single (and
isolated) IoT domain was already investigated in several works (see for instance
[4]-[12]). Preliminary solutions targeting the realization of a unified IoT ecosys-
tem interconnecting vertical solutions across multiple and heterogeneous organi-
zations and domains were discussed in [13]-[15]. Furthermore, such an idea was
recently supported by standardization activities. In fact, the Information-Centric
Networking Research Group (ICNRG), chartered in the Internet Research Task
Force (IRTF) context, started working on a unified ICN-IoT middleware, by
specifying its requirements and functionalities [16][17]. But, at the time of this
writing andfor the best of authors knowledge, concrete definition of its function-
alities and real implementationa are not yet available.

To bridge this gap, a de-verticalizing middleware for IoT systems based on
the ICN communication paradigm is presented herein. More specifically, this
work presents a three-folded contribution:

– First, baseline guidelines and functionalities already presented in [16][17]
are carefully taken into account for designing a complete ICN-based mid-
dleware, which supports platform interoperability, technology-independent
implementation of high-level applications, and flexible data delivery. With
the conceived middleware, high-level applications may retrive resources ex-
posed by heterogeneous IoT platforms through a standardized set of APIs.
Moreover, both request-response and publish-subscribe communication mod-
els are supported. Therefore, data consumers are only in charge to declare the
list of names associated to the contents of their interest. Then, the middle-
ware translates such high-level requests into specific networking operations
and concrete protocol messages, which depend on the underlying communi-
cation technology.

– Second, to better enable name-based communication scheme also in heteroge-
neous network infrastructures, the interaction among entities of the middle-
ware distributed across communicating peers are interconnected through a
ICN communication bus, which evolves from Internames [18]. Internames was
recently devised as a new ICN implementation that substitutes the baseline
ICN host-to-name principle with a name-to-name principle, thus allowing
name-based data dissemination also in heterogeneous network architectures.
In its preliminary formulation, Internames only supported request-response
communication schemes. In this contribution, instead, Internames is further
improved with additional features enabling the publish-subscribe communi-
cation scheme, while effectively exposing a flexible interface with the ICN-
based middleware.
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– Third, to showcase the viability of conceived architecture, a preliminary
proof-of-concept implementation is developed. Without loss of generality, it
considers a heterogeneous network architecture made up by two different
realms (e.g., ICN and IP), connected to each other through a border router.
An IoT domain based on the oneM2M [19] exposes its resources through a
gateway, attached to the IP realm. Moreover, a data consumer interested
to data generated in the IoT domain is attached to the ICN realm. Thus,
the testbed aims at demonstrating that a data consumer is able to retrieve
contents of its interest by using communication primitives made available by
the developed middleware, without taking care of the underlaying commu-
nication technology, the protocol architecture deployed in the IoT domain,
and the heterogeneous nature of the network. By generalizing, a consumer
may use the developed middleware for reaching heterogeneous resources ex-
posed by vertical IoT domains, thus overcoming the technological barrier
that characterize current solutions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the state of the art is discussed
in Section 2. The designed solution and preliminary proof-of-concept implemen-
tation are presented in Section 2.4 and Section 3, respectively. Finally Section 4
draws the conclusions and provides some hints on future activities.

2 State of the art

2.1 Internet-based middleware architectures for the IoT

A Machine-to-Machine (M2M) service involves a message exchange between at
least two communicating peers: data producer (i.e., who exposes a resource) and
data consumer (i.e., who is interested in that resource). In the case these entities
use different communication technologies, their interaction could be adversely af-
fected by many concerns at the system or hardware levels. Middlewares generally
provide a solid answer to fragmentation issues affecting current IoT platforms
[2]. Available solutions include event-based middlewares (like those developed
in GREEN, RUNES, and PRISMA projects) and service-oriented middlewares
(like SenseWrap, CHOReOS, and oneM2M). Unfortunately, these solutions are
strongly grounded on a host-driven Internet model. Thus, they exhibit many
issues in terms of scalable content distribution, mobility, security and trust,
resilience of ICT services to system failures, and content availability, while expe-
riencing a limited interoperability and a not scalable deployment at large scale .
Indeed, a change of perspective is highly required for reinventing M2M commu-
nication techniques on top of new networking principles.

2.2 Information-Centric Networking and Internames

Recently, the Information-Centric Networking (ICN) emerged as a new com-
munication paradigm leveraging flexible and efficient mechanisms for content
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disseminations [3]. Differently from the conventional host-centric communica-
tion model (i.e., the one at the basis of the current Internet architecture), ICN
focuses on the content rather than on who is providing the content, and targets
receiver-driven communications, based on content names, name-based routing,
and self-certifying packets. Specifically, a data consumer expresses an interest
for a content. Then, the ICN architecture takes care of routing-by-name the
content request towards the best source (that could be the data producer, a
replica server, or an in-network cache) and sends back to the user the related
data. The ICN concept is at the basis of many concrete network architectures,
which include data-oriented network architecture (DONA), Network of Informa-
tion (NetInf), publish/subscribe Internet technology (PURSUIT), scalable and
adaptive Internet solutions (SAIL), CONVERGENCE, Named-Data Networking
(NDN), MobilityFirst, COntent Mediator architecture for content-aware nET-
works (COMET) and GreenICN [3]. Even if they differently address some key
aspects (including naming schema and security, routing strategies, cache man-
agement), most of these architectures offer the following advantages: efficient
content-routing, in-network caching, simplified handling of mobile and multicast
communication, simplified support for time/space-decoupled communications,
simplified support for peer-to-peer communications, content-oriented security
model, content-oriented access control, content-oriented quality of service differ-
entiation, creation and dissemination of contents in a modular and personalized
way [3].

ICN architectures are generally deployed as overlay networks (i.e., built on
top of the current Internet architecture) or ad-hoc systems (i.e., isolated network
realms that can be connected to the current Internet by means of a gateway
node). Therefore, the Future Internet is expected to be heterogeneous: various
network realms, based on different communication protocols, can be intercon-
nected each other.

The possibility to handle name-based communications also in such kind
of heterogeneous scenarios is given by Internames [18]. It is a novel network
architecture that evolves from the baseline ICN host-to-name principle to a
name-to-name principle, in which names can identify not only contents, but
also source/destination entities and services [18]. In its preliminary definition,
Internames only offers request-response communication scheme and integrates
three main logical nodes: Object Resolution Service (ORS) and Name Resolution
Service (NRS), and Named Router (NR). ORS offers search engine functionali-
ties and maps a list of meta-data to a set of names formatted according to the
structure envisaged for the conceived solution1. NRS handles routing operations
within the heterogeneous network infrastructure. By knowing the physical loca-
tion of IoT resources, it finds the best routing path through which forwarding the
requests generated by data consumers. NRS is contacted by the data consumer
or by other routers along the path every time a request should be sent towards a

1 Note that these functionalities are very similar to those already provided by Google
(or any other search engine) in today’s Internet. Therefore, no further implementa-
tion details will be investigated in this paper.
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new network realm. This routing functionality receives in input the name of the
content to be retrieved and returns in output the next hop of the path and the
related network protocol to use. Finally, NR provides an interface among het-
erogeneous realms, thus implementing protocol mapping functionalities (simply
namely tunnel service).

2.3 ICN for the IoT

The adoption of ICN within a single (and isolated) IoT domain was already
investigated in several works, like [4]-[12]. Unfortunately, all of these contribu-
tions do not address the aim of realizing a unified IoT ecosystem interconnecting
vertical solutions across multiple and heterogeneous organizations and domains.

Nevertheless, it is very important to remark, instead, that name-based com-
munications can more easily enable large-scale M2M services. Preliminary con-
tributions in this direction are discussed in the literature. First of all, the per-
formance gain (expressed in terms of latencies, bandwidth consumptions, and
communication scalability) offered by ICN in a smart grid environment is in-
vestigated in [13]. The work [14] focuses on oneM2M and proposes to adopt
ICN principles for increasing scalability, robustness, and flexibility by means
of distributed service discovery, point-to-point subscription and data exchange,
and monitoring of the Quality of Service with dynamic and name-based routing
paths. The adoption of ICN primitives in oneM2M is also explored in [4]. In this
case, a scenario where a number of resources are made available by constrained
devices and exposed through a gateway node is taken into account. Then, ICN
communication primitives are implemented for easing the data retrieving process
within the constrained IoT domain and the gateway implements the mapping
between oneM2M resources to ICN names and the translation of oneM2M mes-
sages to ICN packets. Finally, the work in [15] presented a high-level design of
an ICN-based middleware architecture enabling advanced IoT applications in
the mobile cloud computing context, while ensuring good performance gains in
terms of bandwidth and energy requirements.

2.4 ICN-IoT: a promising solution emerging from IETF
standardization activities

To further support research contributions described in the previous Section, the
IRTF ICNRG working group is targeting the designing of an unified IoT plat-
form based on ICN principles, namely ICN-IoT [16][17]. Specifically, ICN-IoT
identifies contents and devices through unique names, that do not contain any
explicit reference to the data producer. System interoperability can be reached
by defining a unified name space. When a data consumer would like to retrieve a
given content, it issues a request to the ICN-IoT middleware, specifying only the
corresponding name. Then, the middleware will implement all the required net-
working functionalities (name resolution, discovery, delivering, etc.) to retrieve
the requested content. By leveraging in-network storage/caching and multicast
functionalities, natively offered by ICN, ICN-IoT may speed up data delivery,
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reduce the overall traffic volume, and save the amount of requests processed by
(constrained) IoT devices. Data exchange is based on the receiver-oriented com-
munication scheme. Accordingly the middleware can realize a seamless support
for the mobility, delay tolerant communications, and reliable content delivery
over unreliable links.

Note that at the time of this writing, the ICN-IoT vision has not been trans-
lated yet to practical implementations. To bridge this gap and by leveraging on
design principles already investigated in the IRTF ICNRG working group, our
contribution intends to provide a significant step forward by formulating the key
functionalities of a middleware architecture for an unified IoT ecosystem and
developing a proof-of-concept implementation working in real experiments.

sectionThe proposed architecture The reference scenario addressed in this
work is depicted in Figure 1. It integrates: vertical IoT domains implement-
ing standalone solutions and exposing their resources through gateway devices;
data consumers willing to retrieve contents from different IoT domains; a het-
erogeneous network architecture; border routers connecting network realms; and
many logical nodes distributed in each network realms for offering search en-
gines, message routing, and rendezvous functionalities. In addition, the con-
ceived IoT platform leverages a distributed middleware layer and adopts an
extended version of the Intenames communication bus. In particular, the mid-
dleware and Internames are jointly used to enable the following main features:
(i) name-based communication scheme, (ii) flexible data delivery, (iii) support
for a heterogeneous network infrastructure, (iv) platform interoperability, and
(v) technology-independent implementation of high-level communication tasks.

2.5 Name-based communication scheme

According to [18], names can identify not only contents, but also source/destination
entities and services. To support data exchange and service provisioning in the
reference heterogeneous network, a realm-based name structure is adopted:

n2n://[realm ID]/ICN-IoT/[service]/<> ∗,

where [realm ID] is the network realm where the content is available, ICN-IoT
represents the key word identifying the developed platform, [service] is the type
of service associated with the content (including networking functionalities and
M2M applications), <> ∗ is the rest of the name that stores all the other details
associated to a given data. The namespace is application-oriented: an example
is provided in Section 2.7, which simplifies the comprehension of the discussed
concepts.

2.6 Flexible data delivery and support for a heterogeneous network
infrastructure

To guarantee a flexible data delivery, the middleware exposes a set of APIs
supporting both request-response and publish-subscribe communication models.
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Fig. 1. Big picture of the designed platform, deployed on a reference scenario.

With the request-response scheme, data are retrieved synchronously: every time
the data consumer would fetch that content, it has to send a request towards the
data producer, which will immediately provide the corresponding answer. The
publish-subscribe communication model, instead, exploits an asynchronous data
delivery process. In this case, in fact, the data consumer issues a subscription
request for a given content of interest. Then, every time a new content is gen-
erated, the data producer is in charge of delivering that data to all subscribed
data consumers.

The data exchange is orchestrated trough logical nodes, distributed among
realms (i.e., each realm has a reference instance of the logical node; all the logical
nodes share information about content names, the realm where IoT systems are
attached to, subscription requests, and so on). They are: Object Resolution
Service (ORS), Name Resolution Service (NRS), and Internames Rendezvous
Node (IRN). Note that ORS and NRS maintain the same functionalities as in
Internames [18]. In addition, IRN is introduced in this work to manage publish-
subscribe functionalities, track the set of contents available in M2M platform,
process the submission requests, and notify subscribed data consumers every
time a new content of interest is available.

2.7 Platform interoperability

A data consumer can access to resources exposed by vertical IoT solutions
through an unified communication interface (i.e., the middleware). Platform in-
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teroperability is mainly achieved by introducing a unified name space that maps
all the resources available in IoT domains. For instance, a typical resource in a
oneM2M implementation is identified with the following generic URI:

http://[IP ADDRESS]:[PORT] /om2m/

[gscl]/[applications]/[containers]/[instance].

In our platform, the resource is identified with a simplified name that does not
contain any details on the physical location (e.g., the IP address):

n2n://[realm ID]/ICN-IoT/

[gscl]/[applications]/[containers]/[instance].

Therefore, all the nodes in the unified IoT platform (that are data consumers,
routers, ORS, IRN, NRS, and gateway devices) always identify the resource by
using the latter name, i.e., the one expressed in the generic form n2n://[realm
ID]/ICN-IoT/[service]/<> ∗. Then, the gateway device is in charge of imple-
menting a kind of translation between the requests coming from the unified IoT
platform and the set of messages available in the vertical IoT solution it exposes.

2.8 Technology-independent implementation of high-level
communication tasks

The designed middleware is depicted in Figure 2. It integrates three main mod-
ules: the API manager that offers the set of APIs to the application, the network-
ing manager that implements atomic networking operations, and the technology
manager that hosts technology-dependent instances able to process messages
coming from the network realm (IP or ICN). In summary, the high level ap-
plication interacts with the API manager and it may use APIs for initiating
some operations belonging to request-response or publish-subscribe communica-
tion schemes. Each API triggers the execution of one or more atomic networking
operations, handled by the networking manager. The commands generated by
the networking manager are finally managed by the technology manager that
translate them to concrete messages encoded according to the protocol adopted
by the underlying communication technology. Finally, messages processed by
the technology manager are delivered to the application or to the networking
manager, as detailed below.

APIs fully hide the details of the underlaying communication technology
and allow developers to implement their applications without knowing the exact
set of operations executed by both network and technology managers. They
are: ICN-IoT REQUEST, ICN-IoT ANNOUNCE, ICN-IoT NOTIFY,
ICN-IoT SUBSCRIBE, and ICN-IoT UNSUBSCRIBE. The first one is
used to retrieve a content through the request-response communication scheme.
The others, instead, support publish-subscribe procedures. All of them, however,
take as a parameter the name of the content to request, announce, notify, or for
which making or cancelling a subscription.
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Fig. 2. A sketch of the implemented middleware.

A given content can be directly retrieved by using ICN-IoT REQUEST. The
networking manager processes the high-level command as follows. If the node
is directly connected to the realm specified in the name and the realm is based
on the ICN protocol, the networking manager executes the low request atomic
networking operation and immediately sends the request by using ICN primi-
tives; If the node is directly connected to the realm specified in the name and
the realm is based on the IP protocol, the networking manager contacts the
NRS node for getting the IP address of the gateway that exposes that resource
(this task is performed by low resolve); then it executes the low request atomic
networking operation for sending the request by using IP primitives; If the node
is not connected to the realm specified in the name, it is necessary to establish
a multi-hop routing path across heterogeneous domains; to this end, the net-
working manager contacts the NRS node for getting routing information (this
task is performed by low resolve); then, low tunnel is executed for delivering
the request towards the next hop (a border router) identified by the NRS; the
process is iterated until reaching the realm that hosts the data consumer. At
the end, a node that is in posses of the considered data (i.e., the data producer
or an intermediary node with a seed copy of the data) receives the request and
generates the corresponding answer, that will feed back to the data consumer,
by following the reverse path of the request.

A data consumer can make a subscription by using ICN-IoT SUBSCRIBE.
Accordingly, the networking manager immediately executes the low subscribe
atomic operation and sends the generated message to the IRN node. Then, the
IRN node will process the subscription request and update its database. ICN-IoT
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UNSUBSCRIBE is used, instead, to cancel the aforementioned subscription. In
line with the previous command, also in this case the networking manager imme-
diately executes the low unsubscribe atomic operation and sends the generated
message to the IRN node.

When a new data is available in a IoT system, the gateway device com-
municates this event to the rest of the platform, by issuing an announcement
message. To this end, it calls ICN-IoT ANNOUNCE and triggers the execution
of the low announce atomic operation. The message is sent to the IRN node,
that consequently starts the notification process, by calling ICN-IoT NOTIFY
(first) and executing low notify (then). Finally, as soon as a data consumer re-
ceives a notification, it will use the request-response scheme detailed before to
fetch the content for which it made a subscription.

3 Preliminary proof-of-concept implementation

A preliminary proof-of-concept is implemented in java. The resulting testbed
also integrates data captured by real sensors and it is available at

http://telematics.poliba.it/icn-iot

for a live demonstration. From one side, it clarifies networking operations handled
during the communication processes orchestrated by the designed middleware.
From another side, it aims at demonstrating that the data consumer applica-
tion is able to retrieve values collected by the sensing resource available within
a remote IoT domain by only using the communication functionalities made
available by the developed middleware, while completely ignoring all the details
about the underlaying technologies, the heterogeneous nature of the network,
and the specific protocol architecture implemented in the IoT domain.

The developed network architecture is composed by two network realms (see
Figure 3): net IP based on the IP protocol and net NDN based on the Named
Data Networking (NDN) protocol. Note that NDN represents a concrete imple-
mentation of ICN, where the communication is receiver-driven: contents are sent
only in response to the respective requests, in a one-to-one relation; only two
types of messages are admitted, that are INTEREST and DATA; an user may
ask for a content by issuing an INTEREST message, routed towards the nodes in
posses of the required information; then, these nodes are triggered to reply with
a corresponding DATA message [20]. The two realms are connected through a
border router, that also hosts NRS and IRN nodes. The router is identified with
the name Router ID and implements protocol mapping functionalities, i.e., the
tunnel service, as illustrated in [18]. An IoT system, based on oM2M (e.g., the
well-known implementation of the oneM2M specification [21]), exposes resources
through a gateway device directly connected to the NDN realm. The IoT domain
is deployed with OpenMote platforms2 and each constrained device hosts four
types of sensors measuring temperature, relative humidity, ambient light, and
acceleration. The data consumer is attached to the IP realm.
2 http://www.openmote.com
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Fig. 3. Big picture of the developed testbed.

3.1 Testbed at work

The set of operations executed during the testbed configuration and data re-
trieving process are summarized in Figure 4. They include:

1. The border router initiates the /ICN−IoT/tunnel/ service. It is attached
to both IP and NDN realms. The technology manager of the designed middleware
hosts a HTTP server (IP address set to 10.0.0.1, port 8080) for the IP realm
and a NDN instance for the NDN realm. The NDN instance registers the prefix
/ICN − IoT/tunnel/Router ID/ in the NDN realm, thus being able to receive
any request belonging to the tunnel service (i.e., inter-realm routing).

2. NRS initiates the /ICN − IoT/resolve/ service. It is attached to both
IP and NDN realms. The technology manager of the designed middleware hosts
a HTTP server (IP address set to 10.0.0.1, port 5353) for the IP realm and
a NDN instance for the NDN realm. The NDN instance registers the prefix
/ICN − IoT/resolve/ in the NDN realm, thus being able to receive any request
belonging to the resolve service.

3. IRN initiates both /ICN − IoT/subscribe and /ICN − IoT/announce/
services. It is attached to both IP and NDN realms. The technology manager of
the designed middleware hosts a HTTP server (IP address set to 10.0.0.1, port
8081) for the IP realm and a NDN instance of the NDN realm. The NDN instance
registers the prefixes /ICN − IoT/subscribe/ and /ICN − IoT/announce/ in
the NDN realm, thus being able to receive any request belonging to the subscribe
and announce services.

4. The data consumer calls ICN-IoT SUBSCRIBE to issue a subscription
request for the considered content. The middleware executes the low subscribe
atomic operation and sends a HTTP POST message to the IRN, whose body
stores the name of the content of its interest.
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Fig. 4. Sequence diagram.
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5. The ambient light sensor is stimulated for capturing a variation of the
brightness. The gateway devices recognizes the resource update according to the
oM2M architecture and calls ICN-IoT ANNOUNCE to communicate the event
to the rest of the platform. Therefore, the networking manager executes the
low announce and sends a NDN INTEREST to the reference IRN node. After
having updated the database, the IRN node answers with a NDN DATA packet
of confirmation.

6. IRN calls ICN-IoT NOTIFY and notifies the data consumer by sending a
HTTP POST message, whose body stores the name of the updated content.

7. The data consumer requests the data through ICN-IoT REQUEST. First,
the middleware executes the low resolve atomic operation for contacting the
NRS node and getting routing information. NRS answers with the next hop
(i.e., the border router) and the communication protocol to use (i.e., IP).

8. The middleware instance of the data consumer executes the low tunnel
atomic operation and sends a HTTP GET packet to the border router, asking
for the content of interest.

9. The router processes the message and realizes that the requested data
is available in the NDN realm to which it is directly connected. Therefore, it
forwards the request to the data consumer by using a NDN INTEREST packet
(the message is generated by the low request atomic operation).

10. The network gateway generates the corresponding request, that will be
forwarded back to the data consumer.

To conclude, Figure 5 shows how the end user is able to collect data generated
in the IoT platform. The goal of the experimental testbed is indeed reached.

Fig. 5. Screenshot of the data consumer application.
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4 Conclusions and future works

This paper presents a unified IoT platform based on Information-Centric com-
munication primitives and explains its main functionalities through the anal-
ysis of a proof-of-concept implementation. In line with recent design criteria
emerged in the context of the IETF ICNRG working group, the designed (and
developed) platform enables interoperability among vertical IoT solutions that
expose heterogeneous resources across the boundaries of organizations and do-
mains, while offering flexible name-based communication schemes and ensuring
a fully technology-independent implementation of high-level applications. For
what concerns future works, the developed platform will be extended with secu-
rity functionalities and additional key features able to support the mobility of
both data consumers and data producers.
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